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Docket Number _________

PETITION SEEKING MANDATORY LABELING
FOR GENETICALLY ENGINEERED FOODS
Genetic engineering results in changes to foods at the molecular level that have never
occurred in traditional varieties. These changes are determinative of consumers’ food purchases
and not readily apparent. Thus, the absence of mandatory labeling disclosures for GE foods is
misleading to consumers. FDA’s failure to require labeling for GE foods is an abdication of its
statutory mandate to require labeling for foods that are “misbranded” because they are
misleading.i
Pursuant to the Right to Petition Government Clause contained in the First Amendment
of the United States Constitution,ii the Administrative Procedure Act,iii and the Food and Drug
Administration’s (“FDA”) implementing regulations,iv petitioners respectfully request that FDA
require that foods that are genetically engineered organisms, or contain ingredients derived from
genetically engineered organisms—collectively referred to as “GE foods”—be labeled under the
Federal Food Drug and Cosmetic Act (“FFDCA”).v The requested actions are necessary to
prevent economic fraud, and to protect consumers who are deceived by thinking the absence of
labeling means the absence of GE foods. In addition, this action requests that FDA revisit its
interpretation of “material” facts in light of intervening evidence since the agency enacted its
“Statement of Policy: Foods Derived from New Plant Varieties” in 1992. By failing to label GE
foods, FDA has “relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider, entirely failed
to consider an important aspect of the problem, [and has] offered [] explanation[s] for its
decision[s] that run[] counter to the evidence before the agency.”vi Accordingly, based on the
evidence and justifications in this petition, failure by FDA to take the requested actions would be
arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to law.vii

ACTIONS REQUESTED
Petitioners seek the following:
1. Rescission of FDA’s 1992 Statement of Policy: Foods Derived from New Plant
Varieties,viii and issuance of a new policy declaring that a production process is
“material” under FFDCA section 201(n) if it results in a change to a food at the molecular
or genetic level because a significant share of consumers would find it relevant to their
purchasing decisions.
2. Issuance of new regulations under 21 C.F.R. § 101 requiring labeling for all foods
produced using genetic engineering. Such regulations shall include the following:
a. Definitions
i. “Genetic engineering” means a process that alters an organism at the
molecular or cellular level by means that are not possible under natural
conditions or processes. Such means include, but are not limited to,
recombinant
DNA
and
RNA
techniques,
cell
fusion,
microencapsulation, macroencapsulation, gene deletion and doubling,
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introducing a foreign gene, and changing the position of genes.
Genetic engineering does not include modification that consists
exclusively of breeding, conjugation, fermentation, hybridization, in
vitro fertilization, or tissue culture.
ii. “Genetically engineered food” means a food:
1) that is, or that is derived from, an organism that is produced
through the intentional use of a process described in (i);
2) that is, or that is derived from, the progeny of intended sexual
or asexual reproduction (or both) of one or more organisms that
is (are) the product of a process described in (i); or
3) that contains ingredients derived from organisms as described
in (1) or (2).
b. A packaged genetically engineered food shall be considered misbranded,
unless its nutritional information panel indicates which ingredients are
genetically engineered as follows:
i. An asterisk appearing after each genetically engineered ingredient
ii. Directly below the list of ingredients, in bold typeface not less than
twice the size of the typeface in the ingredients list, a notice as
follows: “*GENETICALLY ENGINEERED”
c. Any genetically engineered food shall be considered misbranded, unless it
contains a label that provides notices in accordance with the following:
i. A notice as follows: “GENETICALLY ENGINEERED”
ii. A notice as follows: “UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT NOTICE:
THIS PRODUCT WAS PRODUCED USING GENETIC
ENGINEERING”
iii. The notice required in clause (i) must immediately precede the notice
required in clause (ii) and must be no less than twice the size of the
notice required in (ii).
iv. The notice required in clause (ii) must be the same size as would apply
if the notice provided nutritional information.
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PETITIONERS
Petitioner, Center for Food Safety (CFS), is a nonprofit organization based in
Washington, D.C. Since the organization’s founding in 1997 CFS has sought to ameliorate the
adverse impacts of industrial farming and food production systems on human health, animal
welfare, and the environment. CFS has over 200,000 members in almost every state across the
country. CFS seeks to protect human health and the environment by advocating thorough,
science-based safety testing of GE products prior to any marketing; cultivation of GE crops in a
manner that minimizes any risk of contaminating conventional food supplies or the environment,
and that minimizes negative impacts such as increased use of pesticides and evolution of
resistant weeds. CFS also seeks to provide consumers with a means of identifying GE foods on
the market and to encourage full public participation in defining the issues presented by GE
crops. Finally, a foundational part of CFS’ mission is to further the public’s fundamental right to
know what is in their food.
To achieve its goals, CFS disseminates to government agencies, members of Congress,
and the general public a wide array of educational and informational materials addressing the
introduction of GE crops into the environment and food supply. CFS also sends out action alerts
to its True Food Network; these action alerts generate public involvement, education, and
engagement with governmental officials on issues related to genetic engineering and other issues
affecting a sustainable food system.
Petitioner, Amy’s Kitchen, P.O. Box 449, Petaluma, CA, 94952, is a privately held
corporation which began operation in 1987, with the purpose of making healthy, organic, and
easy-to-prepare frozen food. Owned and run by Andy and Rachel Berliner, employs over 1,500
people and operates processing plants located in Santa Rosa, California and White City, Oregon.
Petitioner, Annie’s Homegrown, 1610 Fifth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710, is a producer of
natural and/or organic pastas, meals and snacks.
Petitioner, Beyond Pesticides, located at 701 E Street, SE, Suite 200, Washington, DC
20003, is a Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit corporation that promotes safe air, water, food,
and a healthy environment by working to encourage a transition away from the use of toxic
pesticides. Beyond Pesticides’ public education contributes to a significant reduction in
unnecessary pesticide use, thus improving protection of public health and the environment.
Petitioner, Center for Environmental Health (CEH), located at 2201 Broadway, Suite
302, Oakland, CA, 94612, is a California nonprofit organization dedicated to protecting the
public from environmental and consumer health hazards. CEH is committed to environmental
justice, reducing the use of toxic chemicals and practices, supporting communities in their quest
for a safer environment, and corporate accountability.
Petitioner, Consumer Reports (CR), located at 101 Truman Avenue, Yonkers, NY
10703-1057, is the world’s largest independent product-testing organization. Using its more than
50 labs, an auto test center, and a survey research center, the nonprofit rates thousands of
products and services annually. Founded in 1936, Consumer Reports has over 8 million
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subscribers to its magazine, website, and other publications. Its advocacy division, Consumers
Union, works for health reform, food and product safety, financial reform, and other consumer
issues in Washington, D.C., the states, and in the marketplace.
Petitioner, CROPP Cooperative (Organic Valley), located at 1 Organic Way, LaFarge,
WI 54639, is the nation's largest, independent cooperative of organic family farmers marketing
its members’ organic dairy, soy, eggs and produce (in season). Organic Valley has 1643 farmerowners located in 32 states and one Canadian province who specialize in sustainable, organic
agriculture practices.
Petitioner, Environmental Working Group (EWG), located at 1436 U Street. NW,
Suite 100, Washington, DC 20009, is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation dedicated to using the
power of public information to protect public health and the environment. EWG works to
replace federal policies—including government subsidies that damage the environment and
natural resources—with policies that invest in conservation and sustainable development.
Petitioner, Food & Water Watch (FWW), located at 1616 P Street, NW Suite 300
Washington, DC 20036, is a Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit corporation and consumer rights
group which focuses on corporate and government accountability relating to food, water, and
fishing. FWW works to ensure the food, water and fish people consume is safe, accessible and
sustainably produced.
Petitioner, Horizon Organic, located at 12002 Airport Way, Broomfield, CO 80021, is a
USDA National Organic Program-certified dairy company that is one of the largest suppliers of
organic milk in all of North America.
Petitioner, The Midwest Organic and Sustainable Education Service (MOSES), P.O.
Box 339, Spring Valley, WI 54767, is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation and education-outreach
organization working to promote sustainable and organic agriculture. MOSES serves farmers
striving to produce high-quality, healthful food using organic and sustainable techniques.
Petitioner, The National Cooperative Grocers Association (NCGA), located at 14 S
Linn Street, Iowa City, IA 52240, is a business services cooperative for natural food co-ops
located throughout the United States. NCGA helps unify natural food co-ops in order to optimize
operational and marketing resources, strengthen purchasing power, and ultimately offer more
value to natural food co-op owners and shoppers everywhere.
Petitioner, The National Family Farm Coalition (NFFC), located at 110 Maryland
Ave. N.E., Suite 307, Washington, D.C. 20002, is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that serves
as a national link for grassroots organizations working on family farm issues. NFFC represents
24 grassroots organizations in 32 states. The mission of NFFC is to unite and strengthen the
voices and actions of its diverse grassroots members to demand viable livelihoods for family
farmers, fishers, and workers, safe and healthy food for everyone, and economically and
environmentally sound rural communities.
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Petitioner, Northeast Organic Dairy Producers Alliance (NODPA), located at 30
Keets Rd., Deerfield, MA 01342, is the largest grassroots farmer organizations in the country and
is dedicated to organic dairy farmers’ interests, peer mentoring and communication between
producers. NODPA’s mission is to enable organic dairy family farmers, situated across an
extensive area, to have informed discussion about matters critical to the well-being of the organic
dairy industry.
Petitioner, The Northeast Organic Farming Association (NOFA), P.O. Box 164,
Stevenson, CT 06491, is a nonprofit organization of over 5,000 farmers, gardeners, landscape
professionals and consumers working to promote healthy food, organic farming practices and a
cleaner environment. NOFA has chapters in Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont.
Petitioner, The National Organic Coalition (NOC) is a national alliance of
organizations working to provide a political voice for farmers, ranchers, environmentalists,
consumers and progressive industry members involved in organic agriculture. The coalition
operates under the central principle that protecting the stringency and integrity of the national
organic standards is necessary to ensure the long-term environmental and economic viability of
organic farming.
Petitioner, Organic Seed Alliance (OSA), P.O. Box 772, Port Townsend, WA 98368, is
a Port Townsend, WA-based nonprofit corporation, founded in 1975 as Abundant Life Seed
Foundation, with a name change to Organic Seed Alliance in 2003. OSA promotes the ethical
development and stewardship of the genetic resources of agricultural seed, and accomplishes its
goals through collaborative education and research programs with organic farmers and other seed
professionals.
Petitioner, The Organic Seed Growers and Trade Association (OSGATA), P.O. Box
512 Montrose CO 81402, develops, protects and promotes the organic seed trade and its growers,
and assures that the organic community has access to excellent quality organic seed, free of
contaminants and adapted to the diverse needs of local organic agriculture. OSGATA
accomplishes these goals by, inter alia, ensuring the right to true choice in the marketplace for
farmers and consumers.
Petitioner, Organic Trade Association (OTA), located at 28 Vernon Street Suite 413,
Brattleboro VT 05301, is the membership-based business association for the organic industry in
North America. OTA’s mission is to promote and protect organic trade to benefit the
environment, farmers, the public, and the economy. OTA envisions organic products becoming
a significant part of everyday life, enhancing people's lives and the environment. OTA
represents businesses across the organic supply chain and addresses all things organic, including
food, fiber/textiles, personal care products, and new sectors as they develop. Over sixty percent
of OTA trade members are small businesses.
Petitioner, Organically Grown Company (OGC), located at 1800B Prairie Rd., Eugene,
OR 97402, is the largest wholesaler of organic produce in the Pacific Northwest with Eugene and
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Portland, OR and Kent, WA locations. OGC promotes health through organic agriculture as a
leading sustainable system.
Petitioner, The Rural Advancement Foundation International (RAFI) – USA is a
private nonprofit organization located at 274 Pittsboro Elementary School Road, Pittsboro, NC
27312. By working with a variety of farm, community, university and government groups, RAFI
– USA promotes sustainability, equity and diversity in agriculture through policy changes,
practical assistance, market opportunities, and access to financial and technical resources.
Petitioner, Save New Mexico Seeds is a New Mexico-based nonprofit organization that
aims to protect farmers from transgenic contamination of their seed from genetically engineered
crops.
Petitioner, Stonyfield Farm, located at 10 Burton Drive, Londonderry, NH, 03053, is the
world’s leading organic yogurt company. Its certified organic yogurt, smoothies, milk, cultured
soy, frozen yogurt and ice cream are distributed nationally. The company advocates that healthy
food can only come from a healthy planet. Its use of organic ingredients helps keep over
200,000 farm acres free of toxic, persistent pesticides and chemical fertilizers known to
contaminate soil, drinking water and food. To help reduce climate change, Stonyfield offsets all
of the CO2 emissions generated from its facility energy use. The company also started a
nonprofit called Climate Counts (climatecounts.org) which shows people how they can help fight
climate change by the way they shop and invest. Stonyfield also donates 10% of its profits to
efforts that help protect and restore the Earth.

STATEMENT OF GROUNDS
I.

INTRODUCTION

FDA’s outdated regulatory regime for food labeling is woefully inadequate. FDA is still
using 19th century ideas to regulate 21st century foods, focusing only on traits that consumers can
detect with their senses. But modern public preferences and purchasing decisions are based not
only on sensory perceptions, but also on concerns related to latent or unknown health risks,
animal welfare, faith, political concerns, social justice, and environmental impacts.
In addition to genetic engineering, other novel and unnatural food production
technologies are either on the horizon or are currently in use, many completely unbeknownst to
consumers. The use of these novel food technologies on a commercial scale has so far slipped
underneath FDA’s current threshold for “materiality” because they make silent, genetic, and
molecular changes to food that are not capable of being detected by human senses. As the use of
these and future food production technologies proliferates, consumers know less and less about
the food they put in their bodies.
The power and duty to modernize the oversight of food lies with FDA. Under FFDCA,ix
FDA’s authority to require labeling based on production processes goes well beyond the
agency’s antiquated definition of “material” facts. FFDCA authorizes FDA to require labeling
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for GE foods in order to prevent consumer deception. As discussed infra, in the past FDA itself
has mandated labeling based on production processes. Failure to require labeling of GE foods
conflicts with this past FDA precedent and creates the appearance that FDA has altered its past
policies to benefit the biotechnology industry, not the public.
For the reasons explained below, Petitioners respectfully submit that FDA has not just the
statutory authority, but also the duty to require that products of novel food technologies,
particularly genetic engineering, be labeled differently from their conventional counterparts.
Accordingly, FDA’s failure to take the requested action would be arbitrary, capricious, and
contrary to law.x

II.

STATEMENT OF LAW

Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. § 551, et seq.
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 301, et seq.
Food and Drug Administration, 21 C.F.R. part 101, et seq.

III.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND STATEMENT OF FACTS
A.

FDA’s 1992 Policy On Genetically Engineered Foods

On May 29, 1992, FDA published a “policy statement” establishing a regulatory
framework for foods created through genetic engineering technology.xi The 1992 Policy allows,
inter alia, genetically engineered foods to be marketed without labeling. This policy was based
on FDA’s determination that genetically engineered foods are substantially equivalent to foods
produced through conventional methods:
The agency is not aware of any information showing that foods derived by these new
methods differ from other foods in any meaningful or uniform way, or that, as a class,
foods developed by the new techniques present any different or greater safety concern
than foods developed by traditional plant breeding.xii
Thus, FDA adopted the policy that the fact that a food was genetically engineered was not, in
itself, a “material” fact under FFDCA section 201(n).
FDA received nearly 6,500 comments on its 1992 Policy. An agency analysis of those
comments concluded that more than 98% of the public commenters opposed the policy.
Moreover, about 80% of the commenters demanded mandatory labeling of genetically
engineered foods, and a significant number questioned the safety and environmental impacts of
these novel foods and crops.xiii Despite the public outcry and consistent, ongoing public concern
about GE foods,xiv FDA never issued a response to those comments. Nor has the agency ever
completed or released any documentation assessing the human health, environmental, and socioeconomic impacts of the commercialization of unlabeled and untested genetically engineered
foods, although FDA staff recommended that such an analysis be performed. The combination
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of FDA’s failure to mandate pre-market safety testing and its permissive labeling policy has
meant that silent changes to our food supply are tested on the public without their knowledge.
B.

Genetic Engineering Is Radically Different From Conventional Food
Production

The 1992 Policy contained no scientific studies or data to support the assumption that
genetically engineered foods were substantially equivalent to conventional foods.xv It was a
political, not scientific, decision. In fact, scientists within FDA and outside the agency agreed
that there are profound differences between genetically engineered foods and those produced
through traditional breeding.xvi
As a general rule, conventional breeding develops new plant varieties by the process of
selection and seeks to achieve expression of genetic material that is already present in the
species. Conventional breeding employs processes that occur in nature, such as sexual and
asexual reproduction. The product of conventional breeding emphasizes certain characteristics,
but these characteristics are not new to the species. Rather, they have been present for millennia
within the genetic potential of the species.xvii
Genetic engineering, by contrast, works primarily through insertion of foreign genetic
material, followed up by selection. Gene transfer occurs by artificial means—through a gene
“gun,” a bacterial vector, or chemical or electrical treatment—without regard for natural species
boundaries. Biotechnicians use promoters derived from genetic parasites, such as viruses, that
have been designed to breach species barriers, in order to ensure that the right amount of the
desired gene product will be produced at the right time. Neither vectors nor promoters are
needed in traditional breeding.xviii As FDA scientists have explained, genetic engineering allows
for the possibility of transferring to any organism a gene from any other organism or
from a synthetic source (i.e., an enzyme composed of several domains of unrelated
proteins). This potential is beyond the realm of possibility of standard breeding practice.
The food safety of organisms derived from recombinant DNA technologies do not
have the history of the safe use that has come to be associated with organisms
derived by standard breeding practices.xix
Scientists may even insert custom-designed genes that do not exist in nature, producing a
synthetic life form.xx One FDA expert summed up the novel nature of these foods: “We should
also keep in mind that plant genetic engineering is an entirely new adventure with potentially
new effects.”xxi
FDA scientists further warned that the artificial insertion of DNA into plants, a technique
unique to genetic engineering, could cause a variety of significant problems with plant foods
including an increase in levels of known toxicants, the appearance of new toxicants or new
allergens, loss of nutrients, poor growth, and higher concentrations of herbicides and
pesticides.xxii Scientists also caution that genetically engineered foods may cause antibiotic
resistance.xxiii
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IV.

ARGUMENT
A.

FFDCA Prohibits The Marketing And Sale Of Unlabeled GE Foods: They
Are Misbranded Because They Are “Misleading In Any Particular”

For decades, FDA has focused its determination of whether a label is misleading because
of an omitted fact on the question of whether the fact is “material,” neglecting the remainder of
FFDCA section 201(n). However, under FFDCA, whether omitted facts are “material” is not the
only basis upon which FDA must consider whether labels are misleading. FFDCA prohibits the
marketing or sale of foods if the “labeling is false or misleading in any particular.”xxiv The
statute continues:
If an article is alleged to be misbranded because the labeling or advertising is misleading,
then in determining whether the labeling or advertising is misleading there shall be
taken into account (among other things) not only representations made or suggested by
statement, word, design, device, or any combination thereof, but also the extent to which
the labeling or advertising fails to reveal facts material in the light of such representations
or material with respect to consequences which may result from the use of the article to
which labeling or advertising relates under the conditions of use prescribed in the
labeling or advertising thereof or under such conditions of use as are customary or
usual.xxv
The requirement that FDA “shall” take “other things” into account demonstrates that the
considerations listed in the statute are not an exhaustive list. Rather, FDA’s ongoing duty is to
holistically examine food labels to determine whether they are misleading “in any particular.”
Food labels that do not disclose the fact that the food was produced using genetic
engineering or contains ingredients from GE organisms are misleading to consumers, regardless
of whether or not genetic engineering meets FDA’s 1992 extra-statutory definition of a
“material” fact. Consumers are misled when food labels do not differentiate foods with known
health properties from novel foods with unknown health consequences. Unlike time-tested
conventional food varieties, which have had centuries to manifest long-term health impacts, the
scientific community and our government are still uncovering new and significant information
about the human health and environmental impacts of GE foods. In many cases, this new
information contradicts the biotechnology industry’s and FDA’s prior assumptions and
assurances about the health properties and risks of GE foods.xxvi
In a recent example, an independent Canadian study found that a toxin from soil
bacterium Bt (Bacillus thuringiensis), which has been engineered into Bt corn was present in the
bloodstream of 93% of pregnant women, as well as in 80% of their fetal cord blood.xxvii These
findings cast grave doubt on the biotechnology industry’s assurances—accepted at face value by
federal agencies, including FDA—that the genetically engineered Bt toxin would be broken
down by human digestive systems before entering the bloodstream. This Canadian study not
only underscores the scientific uncertainty surrounding the health impacts of GE crops, but also
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casts doubt on the wisdom of federal agencies’ practice of relying excessively on crop
developers’ own safety assessments rather than on independent studies.
In another example, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit last year recognized
that record evidence demonstrated a compositional difference between milk from cows treated
with the genetically engineered growth hormone rbST and milk from untreated cows.xxviii This
finding, supported by independent, peer-reviewed scientific studies, contradicted FDA’s longstanding position that there was no compositional difference between milk produced with rbST
and other milk.xxix Moreover, the court made clear that a compositional difference did not have
to be certain in order to support different labeling; rather, the two milk products may be
distinguished by the fact that the absence of rbST is demonstrably true in milk from untreated
cows, whereas the absence of rbST in milk from treated cows has not been verified because of
the limitations of current testing methods.xxx
Consumers and the public are misled by companies’ failure to disclose a difference
similar to the one recognized by the U.S. Court of Appeals in IDFA v. Boggs: namely, that timetested, conventionally produced foods demonstrably have a history of safe use, whereas their
GE counterparts uniformly lack the same history of safe use. This difference is compounded by
the fact that FDA, the agency most often cited as vouching for the safety of GE foods, has never
conducted a single safety assessment for them, does not affirm their safety, and in fact explicitly
places responsibility for their safety in the hands of biotechnology companies. FDA instead uses
what it calls a “voluntary consultation” process. Companies that develop a GE crop are
encouraged, but not required, to share the conclusions of any studies they may have conducted
on their GE crop. FDA reviews the submission, and normally issues a letter that states it has “no
further questions.”xxxi Notably, the letter also often includes a variation of the following, taken
from FDA’s consultation letter to Monsanto regarding MON 89034: “Based on the safety and
nutritional assessment you have conducted, it is our understanding that Monsanto has concluded
that corn grain and forage derived from the new variety are not materially different in
composition, safety, or other relevant parameters from corn grain and forage currently on the
market, and that they do not raise issues that would require premarket review or approval by
FDA.”xxxii The letter thus explicitly disclaims FDA responsibility for the safety of the crop,
noting that ensuring the crop’s safety is the biotech firm’s responsibility.
Because there has been no government-mandated, independent, peer-reviewed scientific
testing of GE foods, the public has been serving as an unwitting laboratory for this experimental
food technology. As the long-term health impacts of eating certain GE foods are gradually
coming to light, the scientific community’s and the public’s understanding of the risks inherent
in GE foods is in a state of flux. The same cannot be said of time-tested, conventional foods, the
health impacts of which are by and large well established. Moreover, the uncertainty
surrounding GE foods is a difference that is determinative of consumer purchases, as evidenced
by the numerous public opinion polls discussed in Part IV.B infra.
In light of the foregoing, FDA has “failed to consider an important aspect of the
[labeling] problem:”xxxiii namely, the uniformly misleading character of GE foods without clear
labeling. FDA’s insistence that it lacks authority to mandate labeling of GE foods is therefore
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arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to the agency’s mandate under FFDCA. Mandatory labeling
of GE foods is necessary to prevent deception and economic fraud.
B.

Widespread Public Demand And Voluntary Labeling Certifications
Demonstrate That Consumers Purchase Based On Production Processes

The substantial consumer demandxxxiv for labeling underscores that there are numerous
reasons that the failure to label GE foods is misleading to consumers. Public opinion polls have
demonstrated that an overwhelming—and increasing—majority of Americans believe that GE
foods should be labeled.xxxv Additionally, other studies have indicated that consumers,
particularly Americans, are willing to pay substantial price premiums in order to avoid GE
foods.xxxvi Given the wide reach of consumer concerns over GE foods, the proper response for
FDA and the food companies “should not be to suppress process information, but rather to
expose it to scrutiny and counter-argument.”xxxvii
Petitioners do not argue, nor have they ever argued, that consumer demand alone is
sufficient basis upon which to label GE foods. Rather, the substantial consumer demand for
labeling underscores that there are numerous reasons that the failure to label GE foods is
misleading, such as their potential health impacts and unknown risks, as well as their myriad
environmental impacts.
Additionally, the proliferation of voluntary labeling claims and certifications
demonstrates that many consumers base their purchases on what they are able to find out about
how a food was produced. For example, ecological claims such as “natural,” “sustainably
grown,” “environmentally friendly,” and others are now common on food products, as food
companies have realized the immense marketing advantage they yield. Independent
certifications have similarly yielded huge marketing advantages for food and other companies.
Member organizations of the International Social and Environmental Accreditation and Labeling
Alliance certify products from a diverse range of production processes, including sustainable
forestry (Forest Stewardship Council), sustainable fishing (Marine Stewardship Council),
organic and sustainable agriculture (International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements,
International Organic Accreditation Service), and socially accountable labor (Fairtrade Labeling
Organizations International, Social Accountability International).xxxviii
The prevalence and success of these voluntary claims and certifications for certain
production processes demonstrate that facts about how food is produced are significant factors in
consumer purchasing decisions. Accordingly, when food companies do not disclose production
processes that consumers find significant, consumers are just as deceived as when companies do
not disclose an unapparent organoleptic or performance trait, if not more so. FDA has so far
“entirely failed to consider” this “important aspect of the problem.”xxxix Instead, by focusing
only on organoleptic and performance traits—a limitation that appears nowhere in FFDCA, and
that conflicts with the agency’s past interpretation of its statutory authority—FDA has “relied on
factors Congress has not intended it to consider.”xl Accordingly, FDA’s failure to revisit and
revise its labeling policy for GE foods would be arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to the
mandates of FFDCA.
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C.

FDA Is Free To Revisit And Amend Its Current Interpretation Of
“Material” Facts Under FFDCA

As explained above, FDA has broad authority and the statutory duty to require that GE
foods be labeled. This authority exceeds the agency’s previous extra-statutory, narrow guidance
interpretation of “materiality.” However, even within its existing regulatory framework based on
“materiality,” FDA can and should require labeling. The agency is fully empowered to change
its interpretation of “material” facts under section 201(n) even though it has an interpretation in
place,xli and Alliance for Bio-Integrity v. Shalalaxlii does not constrain FDA in fulfilling its
statutory duties.
FDA’s statutory authority to mandate labeling based on how a food is produced comes
from its authority to mandate labeling for foods that are misbranded because they are
misleading.xliii One way a label may be misleading is if it fails to reveal facts that are “material”
either (1) in light of representations made on the label, or (2) with respect to the consequences
that may result from using or consuming the food.xliv Congress has not given any guidance
regarding the meaning or limits of the term “material.” Thus, FDA’s authority to mandate
labeling of “material” facts turns entirely on which reasonable interpretation of “material” the
agency chooses to adopt.
1.

The Legislative History Of FFDCA Section 201(n) Demonstrates That
It Was Intended To Require Labeling For Information That
Consumers Find Significant

Section 201(n) appeared for the first time four years into the debate over the legislation
that would eventually become the FFDCA of 1938.xlv The language has been amended only
once, to add the clause “or advertising” in two locations.xlvi
One of the factors triggering whether a representation or omission on a food label makes
such food misbranded is if its labeling fails to reveal a “material” fact. The materiality
requirement was written into the FFDCA of 1938 to have the same meaning as a corresponding
paragraph in a bill addressing false advertising. The bill, S.1077, became known as the WheelerLea Act and provided new powers to the Federal Trade Commission.xlvii FFDCA’s legislative
history is silent as to what type of fact is “material,” stating only that the “purpose is
obvious.”xlviii However, the drafters explicitly connected the language of section 201(n) with the
Wheeler-Lea Act language. In interpreting that statute, the language has been traced back to the
1938 Restatement of Torts § 538, which defined a fact to be material “if its existence or
nonexistence is a matter to which a reasonable man would attach importance in determining his
choice of action in a transaction in question.”xlix
Thus, the legislative history of FFDCA illustrates that the statute’s intent was not to limit
the agency’s inquiry to “organoleptic” differences or “performance characteristics;” rather, the
term was meant to mandate, at a minimum, labeling that a reasonable person would find
material. In contrast to this reasonableness test, FDA’s current standard finds no basis in the
statutory text or the legislative history and conflicts with the “obvious” purpose of section
201(n). In so doing, FDA is relying on a factor that Congress never intended for it to consider.l
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2.

Past FDA Rulings And Pronouncements Demonstrate That A Broader
Interpretation Of “Material” Is Permissible—Even Mandated—
Under FFDCA

An interpretation of “material” that encompasses information about production processes
that consumers find significant is a reasonable interpretation of section 201(n); FDA itself
adopted this interpretation before. When issuing its rule requiring irradiated foods to be labeled,
FDA stated in broad terms, “[w]hether information is material under [section 201(n)] . . .
depends not on the abstract worth of the information but on whether consumers view such
information as important and whether the omission of label information may mislead a
consumer. The large number of consumer comments requesting retail labeling attest to the
significance placed on such labeling by consumers.”li
FDA’s mandatory source labeling for protein hydrolysates is another example in which
the agency has found information unrelated to nutritional value, “organoleptic” properties, or
functional characteristics sufficiently “material” for mandatory labeling. As FDA stated, “the
food source of a protein hydrolysate is information of material importance for a person who
desires to avoid certain foods for religious or cultural reasons.”lii FDA went on to require source
labeling for protein hydrolysates out of concern for vegetarians and observant Jews and
Muslims.liii
In a 1993 notice,liv FDA attempted to craft a revisionist history of these two regulatory
actions in order to claim that the agency had always employed its then-newly-created definition
of “material” facts. Regarding irradiated foods, FDA claims that it mandated labeling of
irradiated foods because the process results in “organoleptic” changes to the food.lv However, a
close reading of FDA’s irradiated foods notice reveals this to be incorrect, or at least incomplete.
The focus of FDA’s reasoning in the irradiated foods notice was the fact that irradiation would
“not change the food visually,” thereby leading to consumer deception. At no point in this notice
did FDA even suggest that it was because the change was “organoleptic” that irradiation
warranted labeling. Further debunking FDA’s insistence that it may not mandate labeling of a
production process, the agency declared as part of its irradiation notice, “[I]t is not relevant
whether irradiation is considered a process in determining whether retail labeling is
appropriate.”lvi Finally, in 2007 FDA proposed a major weakening to its policy regarding the
labeling of foods that have been irradiated.lvii FDA proposed that labeling should only be
required on those irradiated foods in which the irradiation has lead to a “material change”—
defined as a “change in the organoleptic, nutritional or functional properties”—in the food that is
not obvious to the consumer at the point of purchase.lviii The existence of this proposed policy
refutes the notion that FDA’s original irradiation policy only referred to “organoleptic” changes
to food.
Regarding FDA’s decision to require source labeling of protein hydrolysates, FDA’s
1993 notice similarly cherry-picks from the many findings it made in the course of mandating
such labeling. FDA’s 1993 notice thus creates the mistaken impression that silent “organoleptic”
changes were not just sufficient, but necessary for mandatory source labeling of protein
hydrolysates. Yet nothing in that rulemaking even suggested, much less stated this view. To the
contrary, a full reading of FDA’s justification for mandating such labeling shows that the agency
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placed devout religious consumers’ right to know how their food was produced at least on equal
footing with the physical characteristics of the food.
When the process of genetic engineering goes unlabeled, it presents consumers with an
implied representation similar to irradiation. In the absence of labeling, a person who walks into
the supermarket to purchase a tomato, for example, does not have a reasonable expectation that
the tomato he/she may purchase contains novel proteins never before present in food and genetic
material from a flounder.
The fact that FDA has already adopted this broad interpretation of “material” facts
demonstrates that it is a reasonable interpretation of section 201(n). FDA’s insistence that it
lacks the authority to find a production process like genetic engineering “material” is incorrect
and internally inconsistent with its own stance in other instances. Refusal to take the requested
actions based on such an interpretation of “material” would be arbitrary, capricious, and contrary
to law: it would run counter to the evidence before the agency, and FDA’s reliance on the
process/product distinction is a factor that Congress did not intend FDA to consider under
FFDCA section 201(n).lix
3.

Alliance For Bio-Integrity v. Shalala Is Inapposite And Was Wrongly
Decided

FDA has, on previous occasions, pointed to the district court decision in Alliance for BioIntegrity v. Shalala as support for the agency’s view that it lacks the authority to mandate
labeling of genetically engineered foods as a class. However, this case did not irreversibly bind
the agency to its current policylx and, in any event, was wrongly decided. Reliance on that case
to maintain the status quo is therefore misguided.
Central to the Alliance court’s decision was its determination that FDA’s interpretation of
“material” facts in its 1992 Policy was entitled to Chevron deference,lxi but this determination
was legal error. As the Supreme Court has clarified, “administrative implementation of a
particular statutory provision qualifies for Chevron deference when it appears that Congress
delegated authority to the agency generally to make rules carrying the force of law, and that the
agency interpretation claiming deference was promulgated in the exercise of that authority.”lxii
In Alliance for Bio-Integrity, FDA made no claim that its 1992 Policy was an agency rule
carrying the force of law; to the contrary, it vigorously argued the opposite. Moreover, even if
FDA had promulgated its 1992 Statement of Policy as a rule, it would have been procedurally
invalid because it did not fully comply with the APA’s notice and comment requirements for
rulemaking.lxiii Thus, FDA’s interpretation of “material” facts in its 1992 Policy certainly did not
qualify for Chevron deference and the district court in Alliance erred in giving it deference.lxiv
Alliance for Bio-Integrity was also wrongly decided because both the court and the
government gave FDA’s 1992 Policy inconsistent legal effect, arguing simultaneously (not in
the alternative) that it was an interpretive rule and a policy statement, depending on which legal
issue was being addressed. However, interpretive rules and policy statements are two mutually
exclusive agency actions, each with different procedural prerequisites and legal consequences.lxv
Had the court actually decided that the 1992 Policy was one or the other, it would have had to
rule the agency action invalid no matter which way it decided: either the 1992 Policy was a rule
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that was promulgated without observing mandatory APA notice and comment procedures; or it
was a policy guidance, and FDA’s extra-statutory definition of “material” facts was not entitled
to deference.
For all of these reasons, FDA can and should jettison the wrong-headed legacy of
Alliance for Bio-Integrity and revise its policy to mandate the labeling of GE foods.
4.

FDA Has Supplemental Statutory Authority Under NEPA To Base
Substantive Decisions Like Mandatory Labeling On Environmental
Impacts

At least one federal court decision has held that FDA has not just the authority, but also a
statutory mandate to base substantive decisions such as labeling on environmental concerns. In
Environmental Defense Fund v. Mathews,lxvi the plaintiffs challenged FDA’s regulations
implementing NEPA, arguing that FDA improperly limited the scope of its obligations under the
Act. FDA had amended its implementing regulations to state that NEPA did not provide the
Agency with any additional authority to act apart from authority otherwise granted in authorizing
statutes, such as FFDCA. The court disagreed, stating that “[t]his limitation of the agency’s
discretion to act in accordance with environmental considerations directly contravenes the
mandate of NEPA . . . .”lxvii The court then elaborated:
The FDCA does not state that the listed considerations are the only ones which
the Commissioner may take into account in reaching a decision. [. . . ] It merely
lists criteria which the Commissioner must consider in reaching his decision. In
the absence of a clear statutory provision excluding consideration of
environmental factors, and in light of NEPA’s broad mandate that all
environmental considerations be taken into account, we find that NEPA
provides FDA with supplementary authority to base its substantive decisions
on all environmental considerations including those not expressly identified
in the FDCA and FDA’s other statutes.lxviii
Judicial recognition of the environmental impacts of GE crops underscores that the use of
genetic engineering in food production falls within the scope of these “environmental
considerations” that FDA must take into account when making its substantive decisions,
including the decision whether to mandate labeling. Most notably, in Monsanto v. Geertson
Seed Farms, the Supreme Court recognized several environmental and socio-economic harms
stemming from genetically engineered crops, such as transgenic contamination, as cognizable
harms under NEPA.lxix
D.

FDA Should Exercise Its Authority To Revise Its Interpretation Of
“Material” Facts
1.

The Patentability Of GE Foods Shows They Are Novel, Not
“Substantially Equivalent” To Traditionally Produced Foods

FDA’s labeling policy for GE foods—which it claims comports with OECD’s
“substantial equivalence” concepts for biotechnology—rests partly on its long-held
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misconception that GE foods do not “differ from other foods in any meaningful or uniform
way.”lxx However, GE foods produced using recombinant DNA technology must differ
meaningfully from their conventional counterparts because they are patentable. To be
patentable, a genetically engineered food must be “new” and “novel.”lxxi Thus, a product or
process that is patentable cannot be both “novel” for patent purposes yet “substantially
equivalent” to existing technology in other contexts.
The U.S. Patent Office has granted many patents for novel genes and biotechnological tools
used to develop genetically engineered plants. These novel genes and tools indisputably make
the corresponding GE plants novel organisms. For instance, Monsanto’s Roundup Ready
soybean (the world’s most widely planted GE crop) contains a patented bacterial genelxxii joined
to a DNA sequence from the cauliflower mosaic virus that together form a patented “chimeric
gene.”lxxiii Introduction of this chimeric gene makes the soybean able to survive direct
application of Roundup herbicide. Both the presence of this chimeric gene and the ability to
survive application of Roundup are characteristics that are novel to plants. As the U.S. Patent
Office concluded when issuing the patent, “[D]espite the efforts of numerous research teams,
prior to this invention no one had succeeded in (1) creating a chimeric gene comprising a plant
virus promoter coupled to a heterologous structural sequence and (2) demonstrating the
expression of such a gene in any type of plant cell.”lxxiv
GE insect-resistant plants contain a variety of genes derived from soil bacterium known
as Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt). Plants containing these Bt genes produce an insecticide in all their
tissues that kills certain insect pests.lxxv The presence of both the Bt genes and the corresponding
insecticides in plant tissues are novel plant characteristics, a fact which has enabled the crop
developers to secure patents on these crops.lxxvi
Both GE foods and the recombinant DNA techniques that produce them are novel enough
to be patentable, and therefore are substantially different from traditionally produced foods.
Continuing to treat GE foods as novel for patenting purposes but traditional for labeling purposes
is arbitrary and capricious.
2.

FDA’s Current Definition Of “Material” Actively Facilitates The
Deception That Sections 403 & 201(n) Were Intended To Prevent

FDA is the agency that administers our nation’s only all-encompassing food labeling
statute: the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act. The purpose of FFDCA section 201(n) is to
prevent consumer deception by clarifying that a food label is misleading (and the food therefore
misbranded) if, inter alia, it omits significant, “material” information. However, for decades
FDA has been enabling widespread consumer deception by allowing the sale and marketing of
foods with labels that fail to disclose facts that are determinative of consumer purchases, and are
therefore “material.” Because FDA allows these facts to go unlabeled, consumers are being
deceived: they believe they are purchasing something different than what they actually are.lxxvii
The absence of mandatory labeling creates an implied representation that the food was
produced without the use of novel production processes like genetic engineering. That
consumers find genetic engineering to be a significant fact cannot seriously be contested:
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countless public opinion polls demonstrate that the vast majority of the public is at least wary of,
if not actively opposed to, purchasing foods derived through genetic engineering.lxxviii Moreover,
consumers do not expect that their foods will be the product of genetic engineering.
Consequently, when consumers nonetheless unwittingly purchase unlabeled, genetically
engineered food believing it to be otherwise, they are victims of economic fraud.
3.

A Definition Of “Material” Facts Based On What Consumers Find
Significant Would Enable FDA To Combat Widespread Deception
That It Has So Far Ignored

As discussed above, FDA’s current interpretation of “material” facts only mandates the
disclosure of facts that the consumer would notice with their senseslxxix—a very narrow slice of
deceptive food labeling. FDA is leaving a substantial source of its statutory authority unused
while consumers are left in the dark about food production processes that they find crucial to
making an informed purchase. In order to fulfill its statutory mandate to prevent deceptive food
labeling, FDA must adopt a broader interpretation of “material” facts that encompasses the
production processes that consumers find significant. Doing so will allow FDA to prevent a
much larger share of the consumer deception that exists today. Failure to fulfill this statutory
mandate is arbitrary, capricious, and contrary to law.
E.

Consumers Have A Judicially Recognized Fundamental Right-To-Know
Product Information That They Will Find Significant

U.S. courts have recognized a “right-to-know” rooted in the U.S. Constitution and in the
common law. For example, in American Meat Institute v. Ball, a Michigan statute required
sellers to disclose meat quality standards to their customers. Meatpackers challenged the statute,
arguing that it was preempted by a less stringent federal labeling law.lxxx The court agreed in
part, but stated that
[C]onsumers often knowingly buy items which are not the least expensive or the most
nutritious. They base their purchasing decisions on many factors, but one of these should
not be ignorance imposed by government and the product manufacturers. Michigan’s
consumers have a right, protected by the First Amendment, to receive this relevant
product information which the state seeks to disseminate to them.lxxxi
The court thus recognized consumers’ right-to-know, regardless of whether that information was
relevant in the judgment of regulators or producers.
Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council, Inc. similarly
stands for a consumer’s right-to-know. At issue in that case was a Virginia statute that made a
pharmacist guilty of unprofessional conduct if he published, advertised, or promoted any price
for prescription drugs.lxxxii The U.S. Supreme Court struck down the statute, finding that just as
advertisers had a First Amendment right to disseminate advertising information, consumers had a
First Amendment right to receive the information.lxxxiii In invalidating the statute, the Court
stated, “[i]t is precisely this kind of choice, between the dangers of suppressing information, and
the dangers of its misuse if it is freely available, that the First Amendment makes for us.”lxxxiv
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The Court continued, “people will perceive their own best interests if only they are well enough
informed, and [] the best means to that end is to open the channels of communication rather than
to close them.”lxxxv The First Amendment thus protects consumers’ right to receive relevant
product information, not just producers’ right to disseminate it.
State courts have also recognized a consumer’s common law right-to-know. For
example, in Paraco v. Dept. of Agriculture, vendors challenged a California statute that required
used motor oil that had been reprocessed to be labeled as “reclaimed.”lxxxvi In upholding the
labeling requirement, the court stated that members of the public “have a right to know what
they are buying. If this great buying public, consisting in this state of many millions of
motorists and other users of lubricating oils, want to buy oils never before used, they have a right
to do so and appellants have no constitutional right to sell them something else against their
will.”lxxxvii In construing this common law right, the court focused on the importance of the
information to consumers, not the relative performance of “reclaimed” oil compared to unused
oil.
In Ex parte Hayes, the government prosecuted a fruit vendor for misbranding grapefruit
with the word “Coachella,” falsely implying they had been grown in the Coachella Valley.lxxxviii
The court rejected the defendant’s facial challenge to the statute, stating that “the matter of
mislabeling is not dependent on whether the article so marked is of the same or equal quality
with the article imitated. It is entirely a question of deception and the buyer has the right to
know what he is purchasing.”lxxxix Thus, consumers’ right-to-know was not limited to
information resulting in differences in quality; it encompassed the information that consumers
found significant to their purchases.
Similarly, whether the FDA believes that GE foods are “of the same or equal quality” as
their conventional counterparts is irrelevant to the question of whether it is misleading to label
GE foods the same as conventional foods. The proper focus is whether consumers are deceived,
and whether their common law right-to-know is being abridged. In the case of unlabeled GE
foods, opinion polls overwhelmingly demonstrate that whether a food contains GE material is
very significant for consumer purchases.xc Moreover, consumers do not expect foods to be
genetically engineered absent specific labeling. Consumers therefore have a right-to-know
whether foods are genetically engineered—a right that is compromised by FDA’s current policy
of allowing the marketing and sale of unlabeled GE foods.
F.

Internationally, Widespread Mandatory Labeling For GE Foods Shows U.S.
Policy To Be An Outdated And Mistaken Outlier

While American consumers continue to be left in the dark about whether they are
consuming GE foods, more and more countries are adopting regulations requiring that GE foods
be labeled, including major trading partners of the U.S.xci For example, in 2004 the European
Union enacted regulations mandating labeling for all food products making direct use of
genetically modified organisms (GMOs, equivalent to GE foods) at any point in their
production.xcii Australia and New Zealand also jointly require labeling for GE foods with novel
DNA/novel proteins present in the final food.xciii In Japan, labeling is required when GE soy, GE
corn, or GE potato is present in the final food product in amounts greater than 5%.xciv Thailand,
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Taiwan, and South Korea mandate labeling for GE foods when novel DNA is present in the
food.xcv China requires labeling of certain listed GE foods including soybean-derived products,
corn, rapeseed- and canola-derived products, and tomatoes.xcvi Since 1999, Russia has required
labeling of GE foods for which novel DNA is present in the final food.xcvii Finally, Brazil
requires that all GE foods display a symbol easily understood by people with limited reading
skills: a yellow triangle with a “T” for transgenic.xcviii
At the Codex Committee on Food Labeling meeting in May 2010, the United States saw
evidence of the dwindling international support for its stance against GE labeling. The United
States refused to sign on to guidelines unless they contained a clause stating that GE foods are
not different from other foods in any way.xcix Of the 50 countries present at the committee
meeting, only Argentina, Costa Rica, and Mexico supported the U.S. position.c The longer the
U.S. clings to its antiquated policy on GE food labeling, the more its standing as a leader in
scientific integrity will be compromised. Accordingly, FDA must join the international
community in its respect for consumers’ right to choose whether to consume GE foods.

V.

Environmental Impact

The specific actions requested by petitioners are categorically excluded under 21 C.F.R. §
25.30(h) and therefore do not require the preparation of an environmental assessment.

VI.

Certification

The undersigned certifies, that, to the best knowledge and belief of the undersigned, this
petition includes all information and views on which the petition relies, and that it includes
representative data and information known to the petitioner which are unfavorable to the petition.

VII.

Conclusion

Genetic engineering makes silent but fundamental changes to our food at the molecular
and cellular level, the full human health and environmental consequences of which are still being
discovered. Unlabeled GE foods are misleading to consumers, who in the absence of labeling
overwhelmingly purchase based on the reasonable assumption that their food is produced
conventionally. Mandatory labeling for GE foods is necessary in order to prevent consumer
deception and economic fraud.
In accordance with FDA’s governing regulations and the APA, petitioners request that
FDA provide an answer to this petition within a reasonable time.ci
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